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Summary
This report provides an analysis and evaluation of process
and outcome of my final bachelor project and outcome of my
Final Bachelor Project “Apple-based material”. The goal was
to create sustainable and circular fashion with a focus on
desire in the consumer for these items. Creating a material
by testing and validating on every step along the way, starting with framing the problem, fast fashion and its industry.
As well as discovering the field of sustainable fashion. Creating a material with different fruit types, concluding apple
as the best source for further development. Diving into the
apple industry, researching its environmental impact. At the
same time as to iterate further on the material, improving
strength, water-resistant, colour and its production process.
Convincing consumers about this material and validating
the idea is done in showing a set of different garments. In
the end, the feasibility is put to the test in an expert meeting
and calculations for the bigger mass.
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Prologue
My motivation for this project and the Crafting Everyday Soft
Things squad is based on my interest in fashion, the awareness
for the fashion industry, and people and the clothes they wear
every day. Can we create materials and clothes with a smaller
environmental impact? An how to convince people in choosing
the sustainable option instead of the cheap fast-fashion items.
Fashion is beautiful as long as it has no harmful effect on
human, animal and nature.
In this project, I aim to create a material or garment which has
a small environmental impact. Meanwhile create aesthetically
appealing designs, to let desire grow in a person. For the
consumer, sustainability should be extra and not the primary
purpose for buying a piece of clothing.

Twycer / fotografie voor bedrijven
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“Guilt doesn’t drive change,
desire does”
- Brinton, J., 2008
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Framing
Fast fashion contains big brands which design and manufacture clothing
quickly and inexpensively, this allows the mainstream consumer to buy
stylish clothing for a low price. Due to these low prices, fast fashion
associates with disposable fashion (Hines, T. 2007). Shops keep this
intact because new clothes are coming in 52 seasons a year and are
cheap enough to throw away without thinking about it (Morgan, A., Ross,
M. 2015). In the Netherlands alone 135 million kilograms of clothing is
thrown away annually (Ricochet 2018). These will be burned or end up on
the ever-growing pile, the so-called landfill. To maintain cheap clothing,
companies outsource their manufacturing to developing countries,
the low-cost economies of our world. Consumers do not consider the
environment at all in the products we buy today. The current fashion
system has an enormous environmental and social impact, concerning
the clothes we wear, the people who make these clothes and how it is
affecting our world (Morgan, A., Ross, M. 2015).
Throughout this project, we dive into the current environmental impact
of fashion, take the clothing industry under the loop and seek new
solutions to decrease the enormous impact it has on our world. Fashion is
the second most polluting industry worldwide and is accountable for 20%
of all polluted water on earth (Ricochet 2018). This pollution is mainly
due to the cotton and leather industry. A variety amount of chemicals
are used in growing and dyeing cotton and in the tanning process of
leather. Almost all of the material/fabric production and manufacturing
of garments are labour intensive and harmful to human, animal, and
nature. Currently, the way of producing products only really looks after
big business interests, which therefore have the monopoly on price and
production.
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Some designers, companies, and organisations are working to improve
working conditions and decrease the environmental impact of fashion.
NPO recently broadcasted a tv show providing young upcoming fashion
pioneers with insights in the “real” fashion industry as well as equip
them with knowledge on designing for a sustainable fashion system
(Ricochet 2018). A provocative magazine named “Press & Fold” focus on
having conversations on the production, presentation, consumption of
clothes and the contexts in which this takes place instead of selling it
(Voet, H. 2018). As well as the shocking documentary “The true cost”,
they criticise the fashion industry and convince people to change their
behaviour. However, can someone change behaviour if they shock people?
Should the aim be to raise guilt in consumers and let them behave in this
state? ‘’Guilt doesn’t drive change, desire does. If you want someone to
buy a Fair Trade dress, then make sure it looks absolutely gorgeous. You
can’t expect people to do it altruistically, because they won’t. It needs to
be stylish first, and the ethical part needs to be added value, as in “Oh,
it’s ethical too—perfect” (Brinton, J. 2008). Is it better to convince people
to buy an attractive product with as a side effect its environmentally
friendly aspects? Elisa van Joolen showcased “invert footwear” to seek
attention in an appealing way towards the worker and the manufacturing
(Bruggeman, D. 2018) Is eco-fashion the way to go? “the type of clothing
that is designed and manufactured to maximize benefits to people and
society while minimizing adverse environmental impacts‘’ (Chan, T.,
Wong, C. W. Y. 2012). Tjeerd Veenhoven turned palm leaves into palm
leather. He gave a formerly useless material a purpose (Eijnde, J., Ryckaert,
M. 2018). Suzanne Lee is growing clothes out of kombucha with leatherlike qualities (Bruggeman, D. 2018).

https://truecostmovie.com/

http://pressandfoldmagazine.com/

http://xsead.cmu.edu/works/85

https://inhabitat.com/ecouterre/palm-leather-a-vegan-textile-with-the-sameproperties-as-animal-hide/

http://www.11x17.nl/?open=/projects/invert-footwear
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Concept
The project aims to create sustainable and circular fashion. The
outcome is a biodegradable apple-based material; comparable to
leather, but lacking a harmful impact on nature. The intention is
to let desire grow for the aesthetics and feeling of the material and
garment, with as an asset no environmental impact.
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“It made me feel sophisticated and sexy,
in a classy way”
- Kika, 2018
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Exploration
To create a material which is entirely biodegradable, looking at
natural ingredients is the solution. When searching on how to make
a new kind of leather, with the same unique and essential qualities;
water-resistant, soft and ductile, a leather-like fruit snack came
across. Although fruit leather is commonly known as a sweet, healthy
snack, consumed like candy, it has promising features for a material
used in fashion. Creating and testing a range of fruit types, raised
knowledge and interest in the features and qualities of fruit-based
material.
Although the production process for all the fruit-based materials
is the same, the outcomes for different types of fruit are diverse.
Qualities such as flexibility, texture, feeling and opaqueness are graded
from a scale from 1 to 7. In which numbers close to 1 or 1 resemble
leather qualities the most. The material with the lowest average is
close/comparable to leather-like material. The environmental impact
and production costs have to be part of the test outcomes. For this
reason, the price per kg fruit, oven temperature and time, and labour
intensity is part of the conclusion.

Production process:

Peel and chop

Boil

Blender/Smash

Spread

Dry in the oven
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Orange
To explore which components fruit matches the best qualities, testing the
peel, the pulp and a combination of both took place.
For this first test, the price is negligible due to the same use of fruit.
Oven time and Temperature
Peel 		
Peel + pulp
Pulp		

: 8 hours, 60
: 8 hours, 60
: 10 hours, 60

Not labour intensive

1

2

Peel
Peel + pulp
Pulp

3

4

5

Peel

6

7

Labour intensive

Not sticky

Sticky

Flexible

Brittle

Opaque

Transparent

Smooth

Rough

Peel + pulp

Conclusion

Testing all the components of the orange, brought knowledge about using
pulp only for the best outcome. Flexible and smooth where the essential
qualities.
For this reason, pulp only is used in the upcoming fruit type tests, except for
grape due to the fact it has a negligible thin peel.

Pulp
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Apple

Orange (pulp)

Grape (white)

Grape (blue)

Price:
€1,74 per Kilo
60 °C
12 hours

Price:
€1,38 per Kilo
60 °C
10 hours

Price:
€4,30 per Kilo
60 °C
11:30 hours

Price:
€4,30 per Kilo
60 °C
11:30 hours

Pear

Mango

Kiwi

Price:
€1,69 per Kilo
60 °C
14:15 hours

Price:
€6,27 per Kilo
60 °C
12:30 hours

Price:
€6,18 per Kilo
60 °C
14:35 hours

Combination:
Mandarin, Orange, Pear, Apple

Quality comparable
to leather

60 °C
11 hours

Quality not comparable
to leather

Looking at the results in figure 2.
apple is the best fruit to use for a
fruit based-material. See all the
fruit test results in appendix 1.
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Apple

Mango

Orange

Kiwi

Grape
Combination
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Apple
As seen in the last chapter 4.3 Exploration, apples had the best outcome
combining all requirements; a surprisingly strong and flexible
material with an appealing semi-transparent look, concerning other
fruits a cheap local source with a relatively small labour intensity
regarding producing fruit-based material. For apple-based material,
there is no need to use the “perfect” consumer apple. Therefore,
choosing rejected apples as a source (considered as waste), the raw
material can even be cheaper, up to 70 cents per kilo.

Foodwaste
Discussed in chapter 4.1 Framing, waste from the fashion industry is
a significant problem. Not only the waste from the fashion industry
is worldwide, but food waste is also another major problem. Of all
the food produced for consumption, about one-third is wasted,
existing in several parts of the food supply chain (FAO. 2011). Food
waste defines; the loss of food appropriate for consumption at retail
and consumer behaviour level, due to being either discard or not
consumed. A large part of this is fruit and vegetable waste. At the
retailer level, fruit and vegetables identify as the main contributor,
with a contribution of 85% of the food waste mass (Scholz et al.
2015). Seven vegetables and fruits, including lettuce, sweet peppers,
tomatoes, apples, bananas, grapes and pears, are responsible for half
of all this waste in supermarkets. Focusing on these can cut costs and
reduce environmental impact (Mattsson et al., 2018). When lowering
the impact on the environment and making the fruit and vegetable
supply chain more sustainable, it is possible to reduce food waste by
creating valuable products from it (Garnett, 2014).
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Composition Apple
The figure below shows a breakdown of the composition of apple. Apples have a high level of simple sugars, glucose
and fructose, and high levels of dietary fibres, pectin, cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin (Galama, J. et al. 2018).

Wet apple
pomace

Water 76.3%
Polyphenols
Tannin 0.25%

Vitamins

Crude Protein
4.5%

Vitamin C
0.054%

Fat 4.9%

Wax 1.7%

Carbohydrate
Polymers

Simple
Carbohydrate

Ash 2.6%

Pectin 12.7%

Xylose 0.6%

Lignin 12.8%

Sucrose 5.4%

Hemicellulose
5.0%

Fructose
22.8%

Cellulose
17.6%

Glucose
16.8%

Starch 17.9%
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Carbon footprint

Water footprint

A carbon footprint is the total emissions caused by an individual, event,
organisation, or product, expressed as carbon dioxide equivalent.

The water footprint measures the amount of water used to produce
each of the goods and services we use. It can be estimated for a single
process, such as growing apples, for a product, such as a pair of jeans,
for the fuel we put in our car, or for an entire multi-national company.

The carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is a combination of three
greenhouse gases, with some more environmentally harmful than
others.
Carbon dioxide equivalent:
kg CO2e = kg CH4* 25 + kg N2O * 298 + kg CO2

The water footprint can be divided in three components: Green, blue
and grey. These components represent the source of water consumed.
Green water footprint is water from rainfall that is stored in the root
zone of the soil and evaporated, transpired or incorporated by plants.
Blue water footprint is water that has been sourced from surface or
groundwater resources and is either evaporated, incorporated into a
product or taken from one body of water and returned to another, or
returned at a different time.
Grey water footprint is the amount of fresh water required to
assimilate pollutants to meet specific water quality standards.
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Footprint apple farming

Conventional apples

Organic apples

Water footprint Carbon footprint

Water footprint Carbon footprint

Bleu/green
286,2 l/kg

Bleu/green
274,8 l/kg

Grey
2.350 l/kg

1,02 kgCO2e/kg

0,99 kgCO2e/kg

Grey

40 l/kg

Information received by e-mail from Eosta,
https://www.eosta.com/en/eosta-where-ecology-meets-economy
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Iterations
Having a look at the apple-based material in the exploration phase,
some aspects of the material lack in quality and need improvement.
The aim is to get rid of the stickiness, increase strength and make it
waterproof/resistant.

Stickiness
The stickiness in apple-based material is a chemical connection
between water and fruit. The higher the water content is, the more
sticky the sugars will be. Prof. A. Schenning, at the Department
of Chemical Engineering and Chemistry, Eindhoven University
of Technology, was willing to help gain knowledge on this topic.
Discussing the subject led to insights on reducing sugars in fruit,
which will help decrease the degree of stickiness. A. Schenning
initiated contacting Wageningen University & Research (WUR),
where the expertise lies in healthy food and living environment.
Approaching WUR gave an opportunity to meet with M. Cahalane,
a Master student at WUR, who worked on an Academic Consultancy
Training project with the primary purpose to research the feasibility
of a sustainable fashion value chain by replacing conventional leather
with leather made out of plant waste (Galama, J. et al. 2018). A part
of this research contains analysing the technical and production
feasibility of producing fruit leather. At this moment the only solution
for the stickiness is dry the material properly and prevent contact
with water or moist environment.

Strength
The meeting with M. Cahalane led to the second improvement,
increasing the strength. Most promising in their research
concerning strength was adding starch to the material. The essential
characteristics of starch are its water-soluble and ample storage
of polysaccharides, which are used in binding or other uses in
food processing (Glass, J. E. 1986). The paper industry uses cationic
starch to increase the strength of paper. (Nachtergaele, W. 1989).
The production of paper is comparable to the production process of
apple-based material. Therefore adding starch is a step in providing
strength to apple-based material. Adding different quantities of
starch prove if and how much is needed to get the desired outcome.
Inspired by reinforced concrete another experiment took place.
Adding thread in a horizontal and vertical direction should add
strength to the material if we look at reinforced concrete. The yarn is
laid into the spread out apple smash and dried in the oven.

				- Reinforced concrete
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Strength, starch

A little amount of starch improves the strenght of the material, while maintaining the flexibility.
Adding bigger amounts of starch, creates a brittle material.

Strength, reinforced concrete

When drying, the thread rises to the surface. Therefore are not embodied in the material
and do not add extra strength.
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Waterproof
As mentioned before, the material at this point is not waterproof.
When dropping the material in water, it will dissolve completely.
Looking at how to make materials waterproof/resistant. Bee wax and
linseed oil popped up, both of these coats repel water.
Both of the coats did make the material water-resistant. Bee wax
felt pleasant on the skin, and linseed oil maintained an oily feeling
overtime.

Molds
For drying the apple-based material in the oven, different iterations
of molds are used.
1. No mold, apple mash spread out on baking paper.
Resulted in wrinkly material.
2. Apple mash poured in to oven equipment.
The material is a lot smoother, but it has a limited surface.
3. A lasercutted MDF mold.
The apple mash does not dry properly.
4. Lasercutted Perspex molds.
The best results so far.
5. Lasercutted Perspex molds in the shape of the pattern, as seen in
the image on the right.
Works fine, only the rough lines need to be cut, no waste material.
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Colour
Almost all of the clothing existing is dyed. The fashion industry
is using a lot of chemicals which are harmful to nature, to the
people working with it on a daily basis, and to the consumers
who are wearing the clothes on top of their skin day in day out.
Spending a day at the “colour materialized symposium” organised
by Material Sense LAB in collaboration with Kleurenvisie,
brought inspiration on how to dye the apple-based material.
New developments on colour are the topic of today, dying with
bacteria, extracting pigment out of natural sources and a lot
more. A biodegradable pigment used in the food industry is
chosen for dyeing the apple-based material, to stick to the fully
biodegradable concept. Adding this pigment in the apple smash
creates intense colours. Due to inserting the pigment in the
smash, only a small amount of dye is needed to get the desired
outcome. That is a big difference if we compare this to for example
dying cotton. The pigment has to attach to the fibres in the fabric,
which cost a massive amount of dye to create a solid colour.
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Constructing a garment
To discover the materials flaws and qualities, constructing a set of
different garments with other requirements gave good insights. Such as
creating these garments concerning a variety of techniques in attaching
parts. From sewing, which is commonly known as a technique in fashion,
to glueing with water, starch, and glue.
The looks and fashion design are inspired by “The Fashion Design
Course” (Faerm, S. 2017).
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Shoe
The reason for making a shoe was to test the strength of the material.
A shoe is one of the wearables with the most demanding requirements
regarding material strength. So why not test the material strength in
the shape of a shoe. Make it, wear it, and see what happens.

Pattern
The pattern for this shoe is part of the ONEDAY kit provided by Troy
Nachtigall. These patterns are provided to create a shoe in one day. The
patterns for shoe size 38 are copied on the apple-based material and cut
out with a scalpel. The smooth side is on the inside of the shoe.

Technique
This technique is applied using the following steps:
- Create holes in the material and sole using a hole puncher.
- Use a thread with a wax coating to combine the material and the sole.
- Weave the thread through the holes to create a steady attachment.
Inspired by Leatherworks (Ingrams, O. 2017)

Outcome
As seen in the pictures, while wearing the shoe, the material tears apart.
Especially where the holes are punched out, the material has become
more fragile. The tension of the laces on these fragile parts is too much.
Therefore the material rips. As well as the tension in the places where
the foot moves in a certain angle.
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Skirt
Trying out sewing a garment from apple-based material was the
reason for creating a skirt. As well as seeing the looks of a real size
garment wholly made out of apple-based material, this to raise
imagination and attention.

Pattern
The pattern is provided by “200 rokken & broeken” book (Cabie, E.
2017) A pattern is chosen and drawn on pattern paper. Adjusting the
patterns made it easier to cut it out of sheets from 40 by 30 cm. The
smooth side of the material is placed on the outside of the skirt, to
create a finished look.

Technique
A sewing machine with a regular thread is used to sew all the parts
together and to attach a zipper onto the material. Because of the
somewhat sticky material, placing a sheet of pattern paper on both
sides of the material, to smoothen the movement of sewing. While
sewing, several times the needle needed cleaning in order to continue
sewing. The material tends to crop itself onto the needle while going
in and out of the material.

Outcome
Unfortunately, sewing is not the right technique to use for applebased material. While making many holes with the needle going up
and down in the material, the material rips easily on the created line
with holes. As seen in the photos.
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Corset
To enhance the translucent quality of the material. The choice was to create
something sexy and classy. A corset can give this environmentally friendly
material an aesthetically appealing look and feel.

Pattern
A pattern is drawn using draping as a technique. Inspired by the workshop
given by the Crafting Everyday Soft Things squad about using draping to
create patterns. The pattern for the corset is draped on the mannequin,
using a comparable material, in this case, a fake red leather, better-known
as Skai. The pattern is drawn on the Skai using the shapes created while
draping the fabric. These are cut out and copied onto the apple-based
material. The smooth side of the material is on the outside of the corset.

Technique
The first try to construct the garment, was by glueing the parts together.
Due to a three dimensional shape, using glue the best outcome was difficult
to achieve. When the material is in contact with liquids it dissolves. When
applying glue, the material does not dissolve completely, but it takes a
long time for the glue to dry. Therefore holding it in the desired shape was
a difficult task. Due to this problem, another technique came across. In
the second construction, double-sided tape is attached to hold both parts
together. One requirement is, the tape only sticks to the smooth side of the
material. The unexpected twist led to using more material than calculated
at the start. Therefore the corset does not fit like it was meant to be in the
design.

Outcome
The outcome is a translucent corset fitted around the body.
28
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Skirt 2.0
The first skirt needed some improvements concerning design and
construction. In this iteration on the first skirt, a collaboration with
students from Summa College took place. The students made the
design and the patterns.

Pattern
The pattern is created in Autodesk and CAD. The final pattern
presented by the Summa students needed some alterations, due to
restrictions in the apple-based material.

Technique
Applying the same technique in this skirt as used to make the corset.
Because this skirt exists out of more fabric than the corset, a stronger
and bigger amount of double-sided tape was needed within every
seems. The skirt itself was more simple to put together because the
seems are straight lines. Overall this garment had more seems which
could be put together on a flat surface.

Outcome
The outcome is a skirt which enhances the material. Although the
weight of the skirt was a problem, this resulted in reinforcing the
seems even more until the attachment of different parts was steady
enough to hold on.
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Neck piece
In the neckpiece, a discovery took place into the stiffness of the
material and how this can look into a three-dimensional accessory.

Pattern
The for this piece is quite easy. Circles which have one cut from
centre to side.

Technique
Carefully glueing the circles on a piece of fabric around the neck, can
be seen as brainstorm with the material itself.

Outcome
The brainstorm had a surprisingly welcome outcome. This quality of
the material was not thought out at the start.
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Twycer / fotografie voor bedrijven
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User evaluation
As mentioned earlier, a big part of the concept is to let people have a
desire for the aesthetics and feeling of the material and garment. The
opinion of potential future consumers is triggered in a few situations,
exposing in Laplace on a daily basis, DDW 2018, the photoshoot with
Kika, and the DemoDay.

Exposing in Laplace
Working on the same project, at the same desk, in the same spot for
one semester showed the interest of a lot of fellow students. The
further the development was of the project, the more people stopped
by and started asking questions. A question received almost every
day was: “Can I touch it?” The material is interesting enough to start
a conversation and triggers the urge to feel it.

DDW 2018
During the Dutch Design Week 2018, Marina Toeters gave an
opportunity to expose the project for a whole week at her exposition
Future Fashion. By working on the project in an open workspace,
accessible by everyone, there was a chance to talk a diverse set of
people, from visitors of the DDW to fellow students, and designers
from this area of expertise. An exciting event, with even more
interesting conversations, leading to new insights and developments
concerning the process.
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Twycer / fotografie voor bedrijven

Photoshoot, Kika
The photoshoot with Kika was the first time someone was wearing
a garment made out of apple-based material. The time duration was
approximately 2 hours. The corset is entirely intact and wearing it did
not affect the material. Kika was surprised how good the material felt
on her skin and the way it made her feel.
Have a look at appendix 2 to get a better impression of the photoshoot.

“It made me feel sophisticated and sexy,
in a classy way”
- Kika, 2018
DemoDay
The DemoDay was the last chance to get feedback and opinions
from a diverse public. It was a success, being overwhelmed by all the
enthusiastic comments. Everyone wanted to feel the material and hear
the story behind it. Some people even said they would see themselves
wearing it in the future.
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Feasibility
Is there potential to wear an apple-based garment in the future? If so,
can we dress everyone living in the Netherlands in these clothing items?
Looking at the interest of the future user, potential for new materials
like this is high. People are willing to pay a bit extra if a garment is
environmentally friendly, this increases the chance of succeeding.
In a meeting with a material expert, Simone de Waart, the conclusion
was there is potential. Not even in the fashion branch alone, but there
is an opportunity in the packaging branch as well. In the packaging
branch, they are actively searching for innovative new ways to package
their goods. At this moment, this branch is further in development than
fashion. The development is also due to the higher acceptance in the
consumer market.

Life Cycle
Apple-based
material

See a video about comparing the Life Cycle of leather with apple-based material
in appendix 3.
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Dressing every person in the Netherlands
However, what if in the material is ready for the consumer market, are there enough
apples to provide every habitant of the Netherlands in apple-based clothing?
In the Netherlands, the total trade production is between 350 million and 400 million
kilos. This amount is the trade production only, not including waste and rejected
apples.
So how many apples are needed to dress every habitant of the Netherlands in one
apple-based T-shirt?
For 1m² apple-based material, 8,5 kilos of apples is needed.
1,20m² makes 1 T-shirt.
17 million habitants are equal to 17 million T-shirts.
17.000.000 T-shirts * 1,20m² = 20.400.000 m² fabric
20.400.000 m² * 8,5 kg = 173.400.000 kg apples
173,4 million kg apples are needed to dress every single person in the Netherlands in
an apple-based T-shirt.
One hectare orchards produce 36.000 to 42.000 kg apples each year.
173.400.000 / 39.000 = 4.446 Hectare orchards

17 million people
172,4 million kg apples
4.446 hectare apple orchards
1,3% of Netherlands surface

1,3 % of Netherlands surface will be covered with orchards for apple-based material
if the whole Netherlands has one T-shirt.
Because the primary source, waste and rejected apples, is not included in the amount
of trade production. Less ground is needed to reach the amount of kg needed for the
material.
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Discussion
The outcome of this project is a promising biodegradable applebased material. With its look and feel, it triggers a desire in future
consumers. Comparing the findings to other projects in the field,
sustainable fashion, this material and design attract attention
from the consumer. It is a step out of the tree-hugging image most
people have by sustainable products. And a step into the direction of
sustainable which is desired by its consumer.
Although the material is promising so far, the material by no means
ready for the consumer market, the major limitations of the material
thus far are its strength and water-resistant. To realise this, it
needs a lot more knowledge and time. In the future, there should be
improvements concerning material qualities and in how to construct
a garment with it. The material can be improved with knowledge
about chemistry and food processes. Sugars tend to absorb water. By
reducing the sugars in the material, it will decrease the amount of
absorbed water and therefore lower in stickiness. When reducing the
sugars in the apple-smash the time in the oven will be shorter due
to fewer sugars are absorbing the water in the smash. There is also
improvement needed regarding strength and water-resistant. Testing
a lot of things out could eventually end up in the right adjustments.
The main thing to keep in mind during all these improvements is one
of the primary goals of the concept, a fully biodegradable material.
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For now, the ideal attachment between parts is not yet found. Using
glue is not being true to the biodegradable part of the concept. In the
future, a biodegradable glue should be used in constructing a garment.
The medical world can be used as an inspiration. In the medical world,
Niaga glue is used to attach certain human components.
One of the flaws in this project was the focus on the material
improvements; this could have been more than it is now. And it needs
to be more to reach the desired outcome.

Conclusion
The project aimed to create sustainable and circular fashion while
focusing on the desire of people for these items. Two questions where
the centre of attention: Is it possible to create a wholly biodegradable
material with a small to no environmental impact? Can the look and
feel of this material raise desire in future consumers?
The first focus was on developing a completely biodegradable
material with a small to no environmental impact. By providing an
apple-based material, the goal is reached to create a biodegradable
material. The outcome is a material a lot stronger than expected. It
has an attractive translucent quality with a pleasant feeling while
wearing or touching it. The environmental impact for the production
is small, and for the source, it is almost negligible. The material has
a lot of potentials but is in need of further development. The second
focus was on creating awareness in the future consumer and convince
them about fashion and sustainability. With the look and feel the first
step into desire for sustainable clothing is achieved.
There is a promising future for this material. Further development
concerning material qualities is of interest if this material will be
used for fashion purposes.

Jeroen Cox www.jeroencox.nl
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Appendix 2. Photoshoot

Appendix 3. Life Cycle Video

https://vimeo.com/310563958
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